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Launched children's clothing shopping mall

with berry closet

100 wholesalers increased

Achieved sales of 2.5 billion won

Composition/sale of drug pants line

Composition of self-made Veri-Made line

Produced 38 items of self-made autumn new products

Produced 45 new winter products

China OEM denim line production

2017 S/S season 100 items production extension

China OEM woven line production

Product development department design team 

composition 3 designers

Increased production of 150 new products

Achieved 6 billion in sales

Accessory line self-production composition

Produced 200 items for the 2019 S/S season

Launch/sale of girl's site "Uit"

Achieved 10 billion in sales

Expansion and increase of the design office

(recruitment of 2 designers)

Achieved 1 billion UIT sales
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Closet

Berry Closet

to our dear children

put on lovely clothes

More lovely!

Try it with Vera Closet
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comfortable and easy in everyday life

You can enjoy trendy with just one

Top sales of children's clothes in Korea

Top online children's clothing rankings

Production of berry closet maid clothing

Simultaneous operation of boys' and girls' clothing business

Providing the best quality clothing
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Why Out of stock!

Are you berrymade?Korea Apparel Testing and 
Research Institute test report

Korea Apparel Testing and Research Institute (KATRI), an official 

safety verification organization

It was judged suitable for the fabric made by the very-made product 

after a rigorous examination.

We will do our best to make clothes that our children can wear safely.
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Comfortable for any child of any body type

To create a satisfactory fit,

With the beginning of daily wear with a wide design

We present a new standard of berry closet.

I never want to wear uncomfortable clothes!

There are many indoors, so comfortable 

clothes are the best.

It's cool when your friends wear berry clothes!

I wish it was cool just to wear it

I wanted to wear it for a long time because it 
was so pretty...
Her mom says her clothes are deformed and 
she can't wear them



It's perfect for all seasons!
A must-have item for a per-
fect collection anywhere ♥

Size tip

Model Fitting_Jiyul (122cm)/White/No.11

A must-have basic item

Suitable for all seasons with a suitable thickness

Perfect match anywhere as solo, inner, or layer ♥

Simple plain design with a neat round neck

Stylish presentation with side slits on the hem

100% cotton material that touches bare skin without irritation

Basic style plain MTM
Different colors every day!

Size tip

Model Fitting_Woobin (116cm) / Blue / No. 9

Berry Made only available at Berry Closet!

Plain sweatshirt that can be worn without likes or dislikes

A calm point with a triangular pattern on the neckline

Made of 100% cotton, strong without sagging

Rounded fit makes it even more cute to wear

A simple coordinated item that can be easily coordinated 

with various bottoms

Cute and cute Berry's bear!
The man-to-man that Berry 
will like ♥

Size tip

Model Fitting_Woobin (116cm) / Green / No. 9

High-quality 100% domestically produced berry-made

A printing point full of cute charm!

Meticulously finished with shibori banding finish :)

100% cotton, soft and non-irritating

Slightly loose fit for everyone's comfort

Daily pick with 3 color composition without any worries!

Yarn weave + twist weave detail
A daily look that is completed 
without worries

Size tip

Model Fitting_Jiyul (118cm) / Green / No. 11

Quality UP with yarn weave + twist weave detail

V-neck that makes the face look slimmer

Neckline and hem color line point

Minimize sagging with tight knitting

Various items and items that can be layered

Cream, green, navy, red four pretty colors

Slim jogger fit with trendy mood
More comfortable with training :)

Size tip

Model Fitting_Jiyul (122cm) / Melange, Black / No. 11

Don't be flat with a trendy slim jogger fit!

Easy to put on and take off with a waist band

Comfortable to wear thanks to excellent elasticity

Tightening the fit with the strong banding at the 

bottom of the pants

Real pockets for added practicality and convenience

Easy to coordinate anywhere with daily color sense

BerryCloset
BERRY CLOSET

BEST ITEM

TOP 5
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Why can't the reviews be unique?

Because the quality is still

THX ,B
THANK YOU BERRY PANTS

THANK YOU BERRY IS. These are high-quality pants

made by Jde Studios. we try to make a perfect product

with reasonable price and comfortable fit.

Fit Material DesignPrice
BerryMade is a brand directly produced by Berry Closet 

and is a brand leading a new paradigm of children's 

clothing.

I constantly research and work hard to make my lovely 

child look more lovable, wear pretty and cool clothes, and 

leave photos full of memories to create a happier life.

BERRY
MADE

THX ,B Various fit regardless 

of body type

Efforts to minimize 

deformation

Perfect quality at 

a reasonable price

From basic design 

to unique design

4 points to take responsibility for your daily comfort
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In the most basic design and colorful colors

The brushed lining and the outer material are also brushed 

in more generously than the existing brushed ones.

Man-to-man made from sheepskin and made more cozy

Small details and colorful colors hidden in the basic design

And the good material that touches the skin is used in 

ordinary everyday life that is not flashy.

It will help you find your original personality that shines 

even more.

“Feel lovely anytime, anywhere with Berrycloset”

Always
lovely
Lovely clothes for a lovely child
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As always, Always Lovely today

We propose a wonderful daily life full of loveliness

How is your child's daily life today?



Point with "Always Lovely" sleeves!

This season's must-have basic Dangara T
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No.1 confidence

Once you wear it, you can't stop

TOTAL SALES Purchase Satisfaction

As of 2021.07



Are you always worried about 

buying clothes for your child?

The more you buy, the bigger the discount

Get it by color! You can buy it as a brother and sister look

Don't miss out on the limited-time discount promotion!

I highly recommend

Dada discount

01. If it's not a waste of money once or twice  

 because I'm an kid who doesn't wear it if  

 it's uncomfortable

02. If you are worried about choosing a size  

 because your child’s physique is different

03. If she wanted to buy pants in a pretty  

 color that is not childish

Enhances perseverance
comfortable banding

Banding does not rotate 

due to sewing process.

Stay strong and active 

without tightness!

color restaurant
unique color

Is this your first time 

using this color?

A color restaurant that 

confidently suggests

In any body shape
custom fit

There is no other child 

with the same body type 

in the world!

Customized fit for vari-

ous body types

Berry Closet

2019

5% discount when you buy 2 pieces

10% discount when you buy 3 pieces
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Right) 6th floor, Prime City, 11, Gimpo Hangang 9-ro 76beon-gil, Gimpo-si, Gyeonggi-do, 10071 (Gurae-dong)
11, Gimpohangang 9-ro 76beon-gil, Gimpo-si, Gyeonggi-do, Republic of Korea (10071)
www.berrycloset.co.kr Tel. 1544-4128
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